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Figure 1: This paper presents automated hand-based spatial guidance, a technique that allows visually impaired users to reach
targets on a surface using their hands without the need for interpreting directional cues. We facilitate this technique using
FingerRover, an on-finger miniature robot.

ABSTRACT
Tasks that involve locating objects and then moving hands to those
specific locations, such as using touchscreens or grabbing objects
on a desk, are challenging for people with visual impairment. Over
the years, audio guidance and haptic feedback have been a staple
in hand navigation based assistive technologies. However, these
methods require the user to interpret the generated directional cues
and then manually perform the hand motions. In this paper, we
present automated hand-based spatial guidance to bridge the gap
between guidance and execution, allowing visually impaired users
to move their hands between two points automatically, without any
manual effort. We implement this concept through FingerRover, an
on-finger miniature robot that carries the user’s finger to target
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points. We demonstrate the potential applications that can bene-
fit from automated hand-based spatial guidance. Our user study
shows the potential of our technique in improving the interaction
capabilities of people with visual impairments.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Hand-based spatial navigation has been a long-standing and perva-
sive problem for people with visual impairments. What appears to
be a simple task of picking up a phone from a desk involves heavy
cognitive processing that we perform subconsciously - detecting
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the phone in the environment, estimating its location relative to us,
planning the optimal path to reach the phone, and finally, moving
the hand along the planned path to pick the phone up. The lack of
visual modality makes performing even such simple tasks extremely
challenging. More so, activities that require hand navigation to very
specific targets, such as icons on a touchscreen or fields in a printed
form, are particularly difficult to perform with precision.

Prior works have extensively explored the use of auditory [1, 16,
20, 29, 41, 51, 55] and haptic [8, 10, 12, 21, 22, 30, 40, 54] feedback to
address this problem of spatial navigation for the visually impaired.
A typical implementation of such systems involves the use of cam-
era(s) running a computer vision pipeline to understand the user’s
surroundings, which is in turn used to track the target and then
guide the user towards it using audio or haptic feedback. For exam-
ple, StateLens [20] detects the user’s finger position and targets on
inaccessible touchscreens, and then guides the user to move their
hands using repetitive directional speech cues (e.g., “Move left”).
FingerReader [40], on the other hand, uses a finger-worn ring with
multiple vibration motors to help the user keep their finger on the
text. While these works attempt to solve some of the most critical
challenges faced by the visually impaired community, they rely
heavily on the user’s ability to interpret and act upon the auditory
and haptic feedback received from the system, requiring the user
to manually move their hand to the target. This interpretation and
execution of directional cues from the system involves extensive
cognitive processing on the part of the user which can potentially
increase their mental load [24, 28, 44, 58].

In this paper, we propose a novel approach, automated hand-
based spatial guidance, which allows visually impaired users to
reach targets on surfaces using their hands without the need for
interpreting directional cues. Imagine a scenario where the visually
impaired user orders a beverage on a touchscreen kiosk. However,
instead of listening to any directional cues, the user simply places
their hand on the touchscreen and it automatically moves towards
the desired buttons to make the user’s choice without the user do-
ing anything manually. We believe that bridging the gap between
guidance and execution by automatically moving the users’ hand
towards specific target points can potentially help visually impaired
users conduct such everyday interactions that require locating and
manipulating an object with less effort. To facilitate our idea of
automated hand-based spatial guidance, we developed FingerRover,
an on-finger, 2-wheeled miniature robot. FingerRover can locate
itself and the target in three-dimensional space using a smartphone
camera running an augmented reality pipeline, and then moves
towards the target on a surface once the user places their finger
on it, carrying along the user’s finger (Figure 1). FingerRover also
affords the capability to perform “risk-free exploration” [27] on
touchscreens through a tapper that can register controlled touches.
We present potential application scenarios that utilize these capa-
bilities to demonstrate how automated hand-based spatial guidance
can support people with visual impairments to perform everyday
tasks with ease.

We conducted a study with 7 visually impaired users to validate
the concept of automated hand-based spatial guidance through
four application scenarios, while keeping audio feedback-based
guidance as a baseline. The study results demonstrated the ability of
automated hand-based spatial guidance to facilitate interaction for

visually impaired users. Participants completed the tasks involving
ordering items on a touchscreen kiosk and locating objects on a
desk faster using our technique than using audio guidance, and
reported an overall positive experience using the technique.

We summarize our contributions as follows:
(1) The concept of automated hand-based spatial guidance as an

alternative modality to support visual-assistive interactions for
people with visual impairments, and its demonstration using
FingerRover, a miniature robot.

(2) A user study with visually impaired users that validates the
effectiveness of automated hand-based spatial guidance in facil-
itating visual-assistive interactions.

(3) Application scenarios that demonstrate the potential ways in
which automated hand-based spatial guidance can support peo-
ple with visual impairments.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work draws inspiration from studies on hand guidance for the
visually impaired. The lack of visual modality causes a consider-
able amount of challenges in sensemaking and spatial navigation.
Previous works have attempted to bridge this gap of visual infor-
mation by using various sensors and substitute modalities. Audio
and haptic feedback methods have been extensively explored for
various hand guidance applications.

2.1 Audio Feedback
Operating inaccessible interfaces is a serious challenge for the visu-
ally impaired. Audio feedback has been explored as an inexpensive
means to assist visually impaired users to operate such interfaces.
Feiz et al. [16] used dynamically generated verbal audio instruc-
tions to guide visually impaired users to independently navigate and
write on printed forms. Similarly, LightWrite [55] used voice-based
descriptive instructions to accurately teach visually impaired users
to write English letters and numbers. Thakoor et al. [51] employed
verbal directional cues to help visually impaired users orient their
head-mounted camera towards objects of interest. Once oriented,
their system would allow the user to localize and grasp the object.
Crowd-sourcing has been leveraged to identify and label such inac-
cessible static [7, 19] and dynamic interfaces [20] in the wild. These
applications use verbal directional feedback to provide hand guid-
ance to visually impaired users for operating the inaccessible user
interface based on the crowd-sourced information. However, while
the audio channel can readily support information-rich feedback,
the nature of such guidance may limit its applicability in noisy or
context-sensitive settings [44].

2.2 Haptic Feedback
Haptic feedback has also been studied for accessibility technologies
as it can be applied to various parts of the body as an alterna-
tive modality for conveying information. Unlike audio feedback,
haptic feedback serves as a more discreet communication channel.
Previous research has demonstrated a wide range of applicability
of haptic feedback in assistive technologies, ranging from naviga-
tion [8] to reading printed text [40]. Hong et al. [21, 22] used haptic
wristband with multiple configurations of vibrotactile motors to
provide directional hand guidance to visually impaired users for
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Figure 2: The components of automated hand-based spatial guidance.

target finding and path tracing on a 2D surface. FingerReader [40]
and HandSight [44] used directional cues generated by finger-worn
vibrotactile actuators to enable visually impaired users to read text
off printed materials with a better understanding of their spatial
layout. PalmSight [56] and FingerSight [23] translated visual cues
to haptic feedback for use in navigation, localization and interaction
with objects in the users’ surroundings. A study by Shih et al. [39]
showed that varying the intensity of vibrotactile feedback based
on the distance and direction of the target object can help visually
impaired users grasp such physical objects without knocking them
down. A study by Huppert et al. [24] could be the most relevant to
our approach. This study proposed to use a quadcopter drone to
generate the directional force feedback by pulling a cable tethered
to the user’s finger. Their study showed that the drone-based hand
guidance could help blind and visually impaired participants com-
plete object localization tasks faster and more accurately than using
audio feedback. While promising, the study did not investigate the
diverse types of movements required to support accurate automated
hand-based spatial guidance. Most haptic feedback based guidance
techniques typically take the form of vibrotactile feedback. How-
ever, these types of feedback are less specific as they do not directly
translate into movement and often require interpretation on the
user’s end. Moreover, several studies have shown that repeated
application of vibrotactile feedback could lead to desensitization
over time [6, 21, 44].

2.3 Audio + Haptic Feedback
Audio and haptic feedback often complement each other in as-
sistive technologies to avoid overloading either sensory channel.
PantoGuide [10] provided both audio and haptic guidance to users
while exploring a tactile graph. Chase et al [10] emphasized the
importance of tightly coordinating haptic and audio cues to main-
tain them in sync, and also the need to ensure that the guidance
cues are perceptible under high mental load. AIGuide [52] exploits
both audio and haptic feedback to guide visually impaired people
in hand navigation applications. The user study showed a strong
user preference towards guidance cues from multiple modalities,
as opposed to single-modality feedback. Third eye [59], a shopping
assistant for the visually impaired, uses audio feedback to help
users ensure the wearable camera can view objects on the rack,

while 4 vibration motors are embedded in the users’ glove to pro-
vide vibrotactile directional cues for hand motion. Audio-tactile
feedback has also been used to facilitate blind exploration of map
interfaces [5, 14]. BotMap [14] is an actuated tangible tabletop in-
terface that allows visually impaired users to interact with a map
using pinch and zoom gestures. Robots scattered across the tabletop
dynamically adjust their positions to represent different landmarks
on the map, and users can explore the map using their tactile sense
and system-generated audio cues. Chung et al. [11] explored the
efficiency of audio and haptic feedback individually, and in combi-
nation, for assisting visually impaired users to locate targets in a
three-dimensional space. Their results suggested audio feedback
was the most efficient when used independently, or in conjunction
with haptic feedback. While extensive research has explored the
use of audio and haptic feedback to guide visually impaired users’
hands through various application scenarios, the interpretation and
execution of the generated directional cues is still left to the users.
This could add to the cognitive overhead of the user, who may or
may not interpret the cues correctly [24, 28, 44, 58].

3 AUTOMATED HAND-BASED SPATIAL
GUIDANCE

We define the concept of automated hand-based spatial guidance as
actuating the user’s hand tomove from one point in space to another
without the user’s interpretation of the guidance and manual effort.
On a higher level, we argue that automated hand-based spatial
guidance can be achieved using three core components: (i) tracking
the user’s hand, (ii) tracking the target location, and (iii) actuating
the hand to move towards the target location (Figure 2).

Individually, these three components have been explored exten-
sively by previous works, and they can be implemented in various
ways. Hand tracking, for example, can be achieved using mark-
ers [16, 20, 46] or machine learning [9, 57] based methods, or by us-
ing tracking cameras such Kinect [32] or Leap Motion [53]. Similarly,
target locations, depending upon the definition of “target”, can be
tracked through augmented reality [2, 52] or machine learning [35]
based methods. Techniques such as robotics [24, 25], electrical mus-
cle stimulation (EMS) [15, 31, 47], and mechanical actuation [37]
have been explored for actuating hand movement.
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Depending upon the context, previous solutions in accessibility
have tracked the user’s hand and specific target points in conjunc-
tion to solve some critical challenges faced by the visually impaired.
However, executing the actual motion towards the target has been
left entirely to the user, who moves their hands relying solely on
some form of system-generated guidance. In this paper, we combine
all three components to demonstrate automated hand-based spatial
guidance in the context of accessibility for the visually impaired.

While this concept can be implemented in several different ways,
we envisioned our design to be portable, unobtrusive, and easy to
put on or take off. Based on these design criteria, we developed
FingerRover, an on-finger, 2-wheeled miniature robot capable of
automated hand-based spatial guidance over a plane. FingerRover
utilizes an augmented reality framework to continuously locate
itself and its target in three-dimensional physical space through a
paired smartphone and server system, and then moves towards the
target location, carrying the user’s finger with it.

4 FINGERROVER
In this section, we discuss the design and implementation of the
hardware, tracking mechanism, and control system of FingerRover.
Our FingerRover prototype is illustrated in Figure 3a.

Figure 3: (a) FingerRover prototype, (b)marker configuration.
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Figure 4: (a) FingerRover hardware design, (b) touchscreen
tapper add-on.

4.1 Hardware Design
FingerRover is a lightweight robot weighing 52.85 grams. It is driven
by two 14mm × 4.5mm wheels, each connected to a sub-micro DC

planetary gear motor (Pololu #2359, 6D×21L mm) with a high gear
ratio of 700 : 1 to generate a greater torque at the expense of speed.
The DCmotors are connected to a dual motor driver (DRV8835). Fin-
gerRover uses an ESP32 microcontroller (TinyPICO) which comes
with an integrated Bluetooth module for wireless communication.
A LiPo battery (100 mAh, 3.7 V) powers all the components of Fin-
gerRover. The maximum linear and angular speeds of FingerRover
are measured to be approximately 37 mm/s and 106 deg/s, respec-
tively. Under a standard operating load of 1 N applied normally,
FingerRover is able to generate a maximum pulling force of 0.46 N.

All the components of FingerRover are enclosed within a 3D-
printed cubic body of side 40 mm. A permanently lubricated stain-
less steel ball bearing (22 mm housing diameter, 8 mm shaft diame-
ter) is used to allow FingerRover to rotate freely about its axis while
the user rests their finger on top of it during operation. The finger-
rest is 3D-printed and designed to fit in the ball bearing’s shaft. The
battery is housed in an external slot on the base of FingerRover
and uses a 2-pin JST connector to allow for easy recharging. The
components for building the prototype cost approximately 60 USD.
Figure 4a illustrates the hardware design of FingerRover.

Lastly, FingerRover supports the capability to register touch
on capacitive touchscreens through a tapper add-on attached ex-
ternally to FingerRover’s body. The tapper is constructed using
a spring-based mechanism with a conductive cap on the bottom.
The top end of the tapper is connected to the cap at the bottom
through a conductive wire, which activates the cap only when the
user touches the tapper, thus preventing accidental touches. The
touchscreen add-on is illustrated in Figure 4b.
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Figure 5: FingerRover control system.

4.2 Tracking Mechanism and Control System
FingerRover’s tracking mechanism utilizes an augmented real-
ity pipeline capable of recording the object coordinates in three-
dimensional space and actively tracking it even when the object
moves beyond the camera’s field of view. We implemented this
system as a mobile application in Unity using the AR Foundation
framework [50]. We used a set of ArUco markers [17] for track-
ing FingerRover and the objects of interest in our implementation.
An additional marker was attached to the user’s finger (Figure 3b)
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to detect the user’s hand location. The markers’ corner points on
the camera’s viewport were tracked through a central Flask server
using OpenCV at a rate of 15 frames/second. We used this to calcu-
late the real-world coordinates and orientation of the markers by
casting a ray through the obtained corner points on the camera’s
viewport and then tracking the feature points at which the rays
intersect. FingerRover uses an 8-marker setup (Figure 3b) to reduce
the chances of occlusion of the markers by the user’s finger.

The central server serves as the main controller for the entire
system. FingerRover is connected to the main computer running
the server via Bluetooth, whereas the smartphone running the aug-
mented reality pipeline is connected to the central server via WiFi.
FingerRover is autonomously controlled by the main computer
using convenient API endpoints provided by the central server –
once FingerRover and the required target point are tracked by the
augmented reality pipeline, their position and orientation differ-
ences are calculated and passed into a simple closed-loop control
system such that the distance between them is minimized [30]. The
control system is illustrated in Figure 5.

5 STUDY DESIGN
We designed a study to validate the concept of automated hand-
based spatial guidance by evaluating its effectiveness in allowing
visually impaired users to perform various everyday tasks and to
gain an insight into their experiences of using the automated hand-
based spatial guidance and the audio feedback based guidance.

5.1 Task Description
To evaluate the efficacy of automated hand-based spatial guidance
in supporting a diverse range of applications for the visually im-
paired, we chose four common accessibility problems as our tasks –
operating a touchscreen, locating objects on a desk, assembling an
object, and interpreting shapes traced by hand movement.

Figure 6: Operating touchscreen interface using FingerRover.
(a) User verbally chooses a beverage, (b) FingerRover moves
towards appropriate buttons, (c) user makes selection on the
touchscreen using the tapper add-on.

Task #1: Operating a Touchscreen. In this task, the participants op-
erated an inaccessible touchscreen interface running a simulated
beverage-ordering kiosk (Figure 6). The participants first used voice
commands to pre-select their beverage of choice and additional
properties such as beverage size and strength [20]. After confirming
their choice, the participants were guided by the guidance system to

make the appropriate selection on the touchscreen kiosk. A total of
5 selections were required to order a beverage – category, beverage,
strength, size, and order confirmation. In the case of an incorrect se-
lection, the participants were guided to undo the mistake using the
ongoing method. Participants were required to order two beverages
using each method to complete this task.

Figure 7: Locating objects using FingerRover. (a) User verbally
chooses an object, (b) FingerRover moves towards the object.

Task #2: Locating Objects. In this task, the participants were required
to locate objects of interest from a group of 8 everyday objects
placed randomly on a desk (Figure 7). The participants were first
presented with a list of objects on the desk, following which they
used a voice command to select an object that they wanted to
locate. Aftermaking a choice, the participants received audio/spatial
guidance to move their hands to locate the object. Participants were
required to locate three objects using each method to complete this
task.

Figure 8: The two objects used for object assembly. (a) Right-
angled triangle, (b) custom fan.

Task #3: Assembling an Object. In this task, the participants were
required to assemble a custom 3D-printed object with the help of
remote assistance provided by the experimenter (Figure 8). The
parts of the 3D-printed object were provided to the participants
as a disassembled product, and the experimenter played the role
of a remotely located customer service agent assisting the object
assembly. The experimenter used both the audio and spatial guid-
ance methods to guide the participants’ hand to each part of the
object, sequentially, in the order in which the object needed to be
assembled. During the audio guidance method, the experimenter
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Table 1: Statements used for qualitative system evaluation.

Task Statement

Operating
Touch Screen

[Low Effort] I was able to operate the touch screen without much effort.
[Operating Confidence] I felt confident operating the touch screen.
[Making Selection] I was confident about making a selection on the screen.

Locating
Objects

[Easy to Locate] It was easy to locate the desired object.
[Locating Confidence] I felt confident locating the objects.
[Avoiding Obstacles] The technique allowed me to easily navigate through obstacles.

Assembling
an Object

[Liked Assistance] I liked the assistance that I received to assemble the object.
[Assembling Confidence] I felt confident using the technique to assemble the object.

Shape
Sensemaking [Shape Understanding] I was able to clearly understand the shapes through FingerRover’s movement.

Overall
Interaction

[Technique Effectiveness] The technique was effective in guiding my hands towards the targets.
[Task Confidence] I felt confident using the technique to perform the tasks.
[Ease of Use] I was able to easily guide my hands in the direction specified by the technique.
[Physical Fatigue] Using this technique to complete the tasks involved considerable physical fatigue.
[Mental Fatigue] Using this technique to complete the tasks involved considerable mental fatigue.

talked to the participants to inform them about their environment
and provided verbal directional cues to reach the required parts of
the object. For the spatial guidance method, the experimenter used
the FingerRover in conjunction with audio guidance technique,
with the experimenter explicitly controlling FingerRover to pro-
vide spatial assistance to locate points of interest (such as object
pieces and assembly locations), and verbally conversing with the
participants to provide additional details about the environment
and assembly instructions. This task was performed only once with
each method.

Figure 9: FingerRover tracing a triangle through its move-
ment.

Task #4: Shape Sensemaking. This task was exclusively designed
for the spatial guidance method to evaluate its ability to convey
shape information via automated hand movement. In this task, the
FingerRover traced simple shapes and the participants were asked
to guess the shapes (Figure 9). This task was repeated three times,
each time with a different shape – square, triangle, and diamond.

5.2 Apparatus
We facilitated automated hand-based spatial guidance using our Fin-
gerRover prototype. To allow for a longer runtime during the study,
we used a larger 900 mAh battery to power FingerRover, which
added approximately 12 grams to the total weight of the device.
A custom smartphone application integrated with text-to-speech
(TTS) support was used to facilitate audio feedback based guidance.
Both FingerRover and the TTS application were connected to a
Flask server with a custom desktop interface, which acted as the
primary control system.We simulated a coffee machine interface on
a 12.9-inch iPad Pro for the task of operating a touchscreen. For the
task of assembling an object, we designed two custom 3D-printed
objects consisting of multiple parts.

5.3 Procedure
The study was designed to be conducted indoors in a controlled
lab environment. Participants were seated during the entire du-
ration of the study. They were first briefed about the study and
their demographic information was recorded. The participants were
then given a short tutorial to ensure that they were familiar with
both spatial and audio guidance methods. For both methods, the
participants were required to hold the smartphone running the
TTS application in their non-dominant hands, while the dominant
hand was used to perform the tasks following the spatial and audio
guidance. The TTS application served as a conversational agent
controlled by the experimenter and was used by the participant
to make choices involved in certain tasks, such as choosing a bev-
erage on the coffee machine interface [20]. Once the participant
verbally conveyed their choice to the conversational agent, they
were guided by each method towards physically executing those
choices. For spatial guidance, FingerRover guided the participants’
finger physically towards the points of interest. The audio guidance
comprised of 4 directional cues for moving the hand forward, back-
ward, left, and right, with 2 additional cues for lifting and lowering
the hand. For both methods, the system provided voice feedback
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grab object or press button when the participants’ hand was near
the target. Following the tutorial, the participants were asked to
perform each of the tasks using both methods. After completing
each task with a method, the participants were required to fill out
a questionnaire using 7-point Likert scale and provide feedback
about their experience of using each method for the task. Once
all the tasks were completed, the participants took a final survey
reporting their overall experience of using both methods.

All the tasks were performed in the same order with alternating
methods. The order of methods was counterbalanced to minimize
the ordering effect. Thus, half of the participants performed each
task first using spatial guidance, and then using audio guidance,
whereas the other half performed each task first using audio guid-
ance, and then using spatial guidance. To gain insight into the
efficiency of each method, the completion time was recorded for
each task (with the exception of shape sensemaking) once the par-
ticipants had conveyed their choice to the conversational agent
and the audio/spatial guidance was initiated. However, to ensure
that the tasks were not rushed at the expense of accuracy, the
participants were not guided to complete the tasks as quickly as
possible.

Since the goal of this studywas to evaluate the effectiveness of au-
tomated hand-based spatial guidance, we replaced the augmented-
reality based tracking system of FingerRover with a Wizard-of-Oz
approach. The experimenter was thus in charge of visually track-
ing the participants’ hand and target location, and controlling the
FingerRover to accurately guide the participants’ hand to the target.
The same technique was used for facilitating audio feedback based
guidance. This ensured that we were able to evaluate both methods
at perfect tracking conditions, thus eliminating any confounding
bias associated with camera positioning and marker tracking errors.
Since a Wizard-of-Oz technique was used, participants did not wear
the tracking markers on their fingers.

6 PRELIMINARY STUDY
Before evaluating our system with the target population of visually
impaired individuals, we first conducted an IRB-approved prelimi-
nary study with blindfolded participants without any visual impair-
ments to validate FingerRover’s ability in facilitating automated
hand-based spatial guidance, and to ensure that both the spatial and
audio guidance methods were capable of supporting the proposed
set of tasks in the user study.

6.1 Participants
We recruited 12 participants (4 female, 8 male) without any visual
impairments from our university using email groups and word
of mouth. The participants’ ages ranged between 21 and 36 years
old, with an average age of 27.8 years (𝜎 = 4.28). All participants
were right-handed. The experiment sessions took one hour per
participant to complete, and each participant was compensated
with $20 USD for their time.

6.2 Additional Procedure Details
The preliminary study followed the same procedure as described
in the study design. Since the participants did not have any visual
impairment, they were blindfolded before performing each task. For

the tasks of operating a touchscreen and locating objects on a desk,
the participants were given the freedom to pre-select their choices
of beverages and objects, respectively. For the object assembly
task, we used a 3D-printed right-angled triangle (Figure 8a), which
could be deconstructed into 3 unique components – perpendicular,
base, and hypotenuse, each with a uniquely sized hole-plug pair to
facilitate connection with the other parts.

6.3 Results
All participants were able to successfully complete the tasks using
both methods, thus validating the feasibility of our study design
and FingerRover’s ability to facilitate automated hand-based spatial
guidance. The task completion time for each task is illustrated
in Figure 10. Participants’ responses to the survey questionnaire
are provided in the appendix. Overall, the participants provided
positive feedback for both methods, but reported their preference
towards spatial guidance. We further discuss our findings from each
interaction below.
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Figure 10: Task completion time for the preliminary study.

6.3.1 Operating a Touchscreen. On average, the participants com-
pleted this task approximately 23% (21 seconds) faster using spatial
guidance as compared to audio guidance. A repeated measures
ANOVA showed that the difference was statistically significant
(𝐹 (1, 11) = 30.96, 𝑝 < 0.001). An incorrect selection was made
during one of the trials using audio guidance. However, no incor-
rect selections were made while using FingerRover. Participants’
responses for this task indicated an overall preference towards spa-
tial guidance, with participants reporting that FingerRover allowed
them to operate the touchscreen interface with much less effort
and higher confidence as compared to the audio guidance method.

6.3.2 Locating Objects. Participants completed this task approx-
imately 21% (5 seconds) faster on average using spatial guidance
as compared to audio guidance. A repeated measures ANOVA
showed a significant effect of method on task completion time
(𝐹 (1, 11) = 5.51, 𝑝 < 0.05). Participants’ responses for both meth-
ods in this task were positive, with a slight preference towards
FingerRover.

6.3.3 Assembling an Object. To complete this task, both the meth-
ods took approximately the same amount of time, with spatial
guidance being only 3% (1 second faster) on average. A repeated
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measures ANOVA did not find a significant effect of method on
task completion time. In the Likert scale responses, participants
stated that they liked both methods equally, but felt more confident
assembling the object using the audio guidance method. This could
be attributed to the fact that during the spatial guidance method,
FingerRover could only help the participants fetch the three parts
sequentially, but the act of assembling the object required explicit
verbal guidance.

6.3.4 Shape Sensemaking. Participants reported being able to
clearly understand the shape conveyed by the FingerRover’s move-
ment. All the participants could correctly interpret the square and
triangle shapes. Four participants were able to precisely guess the
diamond shape, whereas six participants guessed it to be a rhombus.
Two participants interpreted the diamond shape as a trapezium and
a rectangle.

6.4 Discussion
The results show the potential benefits of the spatial guidance
technique over audio guidance, and the participants’ responses
resonated with our expected advantages that the automated spa-
tial guidance technique can offer over feedback-based guidance
techniques. Participants found FingerRover to be more effective in
guiding their hands towards the targets and reported having lower
physical and mental fatigue completing the tasks using FingerRover.
For the spatial guidance technique, participants remarked that “the
best part was I didn’t need to think about the directions and I was
easily finding everything just placing my finger on the FingerRover”
(P1) and that “following the rover was much easier than trying to
interpret commands” (P5). Furthermore, participants pointed out
some drawbacks of the audio guidance method – “I was getting a bit
distracted because I was not sure if I was moving my hands properly”
(P1), “I was not sure how far I should move my hand” (P11).

Our findings from the preliminary study motivated further eval-
uation of our system’s usability with the target demography of
visually impaired users. However, the preliminary study also high-
lighted some flaws in our study design. The preliminary study
revealed an issue with the choice of object used for the object
assembly task, since spatial guidance was only applicable for lo-
cating the different components sequentially, but did not support
the actual assembling of the object. To address this, we designed
an alternative object for the task – a custom fan consisting of four
identical removable keys (44𝑚𝑚 × 34𝑚𝑚 × 24𝑚𝑚) which, when
placed in specific positions following a specific sequence, could
power the fan (Figure 8b). We believe this design would be more
representative for evaluating the task since the spatial guidance
technique could be used to not only locate the parts, but also locate
specific positions where these parts had to be placed. Additionally,
we realized that asking participants to choose beverages and objects
themselves led to some degree of fatigue. Thus, to prevent fatigue
associated with making choices, we decided to randomly assign the
beverages and objects to the participants that they would need to
choose in the tasks of operating a touchscreen and locating objects
on a desk, respectively.

7 USER STUDYWITH VISUALLY IMPAIRED
USERS

We conducted a user study (UVA IRB-SBS #4591) with visually im-
paired participants to gain insight into their interaction experiences
while using automated hand-based spatial guidance.

7.1 Participants
We recruited 7 participants (4 female, 3 male) from local commu-
nities for the visually impaired through newsletters, social media
posts, and word of mouth. Three participants were completely blind,
while four participants had low vision, three of whom were cate-
gorized as legally blind. All participants reported having trouble
operating touchscreens, locating things, and assembling objects
in their daily lives. The participants’ ages ranged between 30 and
74 years old, with an average age of 51.9 years (𝜎 = 15.3). All par-
ticipants were right-handed. Each participant was compensated
with a $50 USD gift card for their time and travel expenses. Addi-
tional details regarding the participant demography are included
in Table 2.

7.2 Additional Procedure Details
This study included the changes which were identified in the find-
ings of our preliminary study. Additionally, prior to the study, we
interviewed the participants to understand the situations where
they faced challenges in tasks that required hand manipulation.
Based on their input, we staged the study settings to mimic such
situations to test if automated hand-based spatial guidance can be
effective at supporting the participants in those scenarios. Thus,
two participants (P4, P5) were requested to remove visual aids, and
for two participants (P5, P6), the studies were conducted in dim
light conditions. Finally, at the end of the study, we conducted a
semi-structured interview to gain additional insights about their
interaction experience.

7.3 Results
The participants’ responses to the survey questionnaires and the
task completion time for each task are illustrated in Figure 11.
We report our findings from the study in terms of the efficiency,
accuracy, and usability of automated hand-based spatial guidance,
while keeping audio guidance as our baseline.

7.3.1 Time and Accuracy. The participants were able to success-
fully complete all the tasks using both the methods, and the entire
study lasted for approximately 75 minutes on average. We now
discuss the time and accuracy results for each task below.
• Operating Touchscreen: Participants completed this task
approximately 24% (17 seconds) faster using spatial guid-
ance (` = 53.1𝑠, 𝜎 = 9.1𝑠) as compared to audio guidance
(` = 69.8𝑠, 𝜎 = 23.3𝑠). A higher difference was observed for
completely blind participants (P1, P2, P7) who completed
this task approximately 30% (23 seconds) faster on average
using spatial guidance (` = 55.2𝑠, 𝜎 = 11.8𝑠) as compared to
audio guidance (` = 78.5𝑠, 𝜎 = 16𝑠). Participants with low
vision completed this task approximately 19% (12 seconds)
faster on average using spatial guidance (` = 51.5𝑠, 𝜎 = 7𝑠) as
compared to audio guidance (` = 63.25𝑠, 𝜎 = 26.6𝑠). A repeated
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Table 2: Participant demography of our user evaluation with 7 visually impaired users.

ID Age/Sex Vision Level Diagnosis Additional Details
P1 58 F Blind Retinitis Pigmentosa Blind since 2012.
P2 39 M Blind Retinopathy of Prematurity Blind since birth.
P3 30 M Legally Blind Bardet-Biedl Syndrome Legally blind since 2014.
P4 53 F Legally Blind Retinitis Pigmentosa Legally blind since 2011. No peripheral vision.
P5 65 F Low Vision (20/50) Diabetic Retinopathy, Cataract Blind right eye since 2010.
P6 74 M Legally Blind Macular Degeneration, Glaucoma Legally blind since 2016.
P7 44 F Blind Retinal Detachment Condition since 2011. Some light perception.
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Figure 11: Visually impaired participants’ qualitative assessment and completion time for each interaction.

measures ANOVA for all the participants revealed a statistical
significance between the guidance method and task completion
time (𝐹 (1, 6) = 7.35, 𝑝 < 0.05). Furthermore, we observed a total
of 25 mistouches on the touchscreen during trials with audio
guidance, 5 of which led to incorrect selections on the interface.
20 of the total mistouches were registered by completely blind
participants. Only 1 mistouch was observed during a trial using
spatial guidance (P1), which also led to an incorrect selection.

• Locating Objects: Participants completed this task approx-
imately 17% (3 seconds) faster on average using spatial
guidance (` = 16.8𝑠, 𝜎 = 4.3𝑠) as compared to audio guidance

(` = 20.2𝑠, 𝜎 = 11.2𝑠). However, a repeated measures ANOVA
did not find a significant effect of method on task completion
time (𝐹 (1, 6) = 1.32, 𝑝 = 0.29).

• Assembling an Object: Participants found audio guidance
to be more efficient for this task. Participants were approx-
imately 34% (45 seconds) faster on average using audio
guidance (` = 88𝑠, 𝜎 = 28.8𝑠) as compared to spatial guidance
(` = 133.1𝑠, 𝜎 = 26.1𝑠). Guidance method was found to have a
statistically significant effect on the task completion time using
a repeated measures ANOVA (𝐹 (1, 6) = 10.97, 𝑝 < 0.05).
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• Shape Sensemaking: All the participants were able to accu-
rately recognize the triangle shape. Five participants were able
to recognize the square shape, with one participant (P3) inter-
preting it as a trapezoid, and another (P1) misclassifying it as a
hexagon. One participant (P2) interpreted the diamond/rhombus
shape as an off-angled square, whereas another (P4) interpreted
it as a type of parallelogram. Two participants (P1, P7) classified
the diamond as a square, whereas three (P3, P5, P6) classified it
as a rectangle.

7.3.2 Usability. All participants reported a positive experience
for both spatial and audio guidance methods in the survey ques-
tionnaires and the post-study interview. All participants had prior
experience of using some kind of audio-feedback based assistive
technology, such as Aira, Be My Eyes, Siri, and even FaceTiming
family members, to perform various daily activities such as locat-
ing objects. However, participants’ responses indicated an overall
preference towards spatial guidance during the study, and they
reported that it was easy to get familiar with the technique within
a few trials. Two participants (P4, P5) stated that they preferred
spatial guidance over audio since it was easier for them to follow
the robot instead of interpreting directional cues from the audio,
with one participant reporting that following audio guidance led
to significant mental exhaustion – “What I found difficult was I
really had to use good listening skills in it, and so I did get mentally
tired from having to really concentrate. [The robot] took off some
of the pressure to listen as intensely as I had to for just the audio”,
(P5). Two participants also appreciated the tangible nature of the
spatial guidance technique (P2, P7) – “Sometimes if you want to
reach out for something, it would be nice to have something physical,
something we can touch and feel. [Audio Guidance] is just talking to
me, it’s still just a voice, but the robot is a machine, it’s physical”, (P7).
On the prospect of integration of spatial guidance to other visual
assistive technologies, one participant compared spatial guidance
to VoiceOver – “With VoiceOver, what people do is they get faster
and faster on the voice, where a normal person can’t even understand
what’s being said. But you still have to go through all that reading
to get to something, and it’s very laborious, say, if you’re in an ad-
ministrative scenario. I can see [spatial guidance] cut through a lot of
that. It would be superior to VoiceOver, a vast improvement of what
the standard is now”, (P6). We now discuss the user experience for
each task individually.
• Operating Touchscreen: Participants found spatial guidance
effective in helping them operate the inaccessible touchscreen.
Participant responses from the survey questionnaire and
post-study interview suggest that spatial guidance required
low effort to operate the touchscreen, and that they were
confident in using the technique to operate the touchscreen.
Three participants (P1, P2, P7) expressed their concerns about
positioning their hands during their trials with audio guidance –
“One thing that makes [audio guidance] challenging is that you
have to move your finger through the air rather than along the
surface of the screen, so you don’t have the feedback of actually
touching the screen and thus may not be aware of how far above
the screen you are. There is also the possibility of accidental touch.
A person who is not a very skilled user might accidentally touch
with two fingers two different elements on the screen”, (P2). The

physicality of spatial guidance was reportedly able to avoid
these problems – “I liked that the robot gives you haptic and
auditory feedback. So you actually have something that you
can touch as it moves across the screen”, (P2). Some low vision
participants (P4, P5, P6) were able to vaguely perceive the
shape of the buttons on the touchscreen interface using their
residual vision. As a result, during trials with audio guidance,
they were able to move their hands efficiently towards the next
available button in the given direction. However, despite the
advantage, they reported preferring spatial guidance for the
interaction as they found verbal directional cues hard to get
used to (P4) and mentally exhausting (P5). Some comments from
the participants included – “I loved it! It’s very, very helpful. I
could have done it with my eyes closed”, (P5); “[The interaction]
was very simplistic, which is good. There was a natural flow, be-
cause the menu can change, but your actions remain the same”, (P6).

• Locating Objects: Participants found spatial guidance to
be effective in helping them locate objects on a desk. Most
participants (P3, P4, P5, P6, P7) shared a common sentiment
about FingerRover, stating that they have trouble locating items
in their daily lives and that this technique could be very useful
for them – “I liked it very well, I would love to have this at home”,
(P6). There were no instances of object collision while locating
objects using either audio or spatial guidance. However, three
participants (P2, P3, P5) perceived spatial guidance to be better
at preventing such instances of object collision – “I feel [the
robot] is a little safer because it will navigate around objects, as
opposed to just the audio where I could knock something over to get
to something else”, (P5). One participant appreciated the precise
guidance that FingerRover provides – “A couple of objects were
next to each other, so I could’ve certainly picked up the wrong thing
[using audio guidance]. I think the robot was better than the audio.
I was able to find everything that you asked me to find instantly. I
didn’t pick up the wrong things”. However, one participant (P2),
who was an O&M instructor, stated that he preferred performing
a manual grid search pattern to find objects on a desk as opposed
to using any technology.

• Assembling an Object: For this task, participants demonstrably
preferred audio guidance over spatial guidance, even though the
spatial guidance method for this task also featured verbal com-
munication. This was observed because operating FingerRover
restricted participants from using both their hands together for
assembling the object, with the participants reserving one hand
exclusively to follow FingerRover, and the other for holding the
pieces to assemble the object. Participants were able to use both
their hands freely during trials with audio guidance, using one
hand for locating the correct piece, and the other for locating the
positions on the object’s body where the selected piece would
go. Since there were only 4 moderately sized pieces that were
required to assemble this object, participants were able to cycle
through each piece easily. However, several participants (P2, P3,
P5, P6) acknowledged the value that spatial guidance could bring
for more complicated object assembly tasks featuring multiple
small-sized pieces – “It’s easier to pick things up [using the robot]
if they’re in a jangled mess”, (P3); “These objects happened to
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Figure 12: Some application scenarios supported by spatial guidance. (a) Writing on printed form, (b) sequentially fetching
objects in an object assembly task, (c) taking physical measurements, and (d) locating point for drilling a hole.

be big enough for me to see, so the verbal [guidance] was just
adequate. But if I am unable to see it, I would definitely need [the
robot]”, (P5). One participant (P1) commented that unclear verbal
instructions could also lead to potential misunderstandings
between the user and the guide, which could be avoided by
using the robot as the guide would have explicit spatial controls.

• Shape Sensemaking: Participants demonstrated being able to
interpret features such as the number of sides and angles of
the shapes traced via FingerRover’s movement. After one of the
trials, a participant (P1) revealed that the direction in which a
shape is drawn is significant for her, since that is how she had
learned to associate shapes – “I was slightly confused with the
shape thing, because in my world, a triangle goes like this (. . . )
[traces a triangle]. So, I had a little trouble orienting”. However,
despite the shape being traced in a direction different than what
would be normal to her, she was able to correctly interpret two
shapes out of a total of three. Another participant (P2) associated
the interaction in this task with his prior experiences of learning
sign language, suggesting further applicability of spatial guidance
in other visual-assistive domains.

8 APPLICATION SCENARIOS
In this section, we present some application scenarios based on our
ideas, prior research work, and discussions with visually impaired
users from our user study to illustrate how automated hand-based
spatial guidance can help people with visual impairments in various
scenarios. We group the application scenarios into three categories
– everyday accessibility, remote assistance, and computer-aided affor-
dances.

8.1 Everyday Accessibility
8.1.1 Operating Touchscreen Interfaces. Modern smartphones
come with visual-accessibility features that allow blind users to
operate these devices. However, public touchscreen interfaces such
as kiosks and in-flight entertainment systems do not support these
accessibility features. In our study, all participants reported being
unable to operate these interfaces without the help of their family
members. Spatial guidance can effectively support visually impaired
users in operating such inaccessible touchscreen interfaces inde-
pendently, as was demonstrated in our user study (Figure 6).

8.1.2 Locating Objects. Locating objects in their surroundings is a
common grievance among people with visual impairments, which
was also reflected in the participants’ (P3, P4, P5, P6, P7) responses
during our study. Our user study demonstrated that not only was
spatial guidance effective in assisting visually impaired users to lo-
cate objects on a desk, it also had the potential to prevent users from
knocking things over accidentally by navigating around potential
obstacles (Figure 7).

8.1.3 Independently Writing on Paper. The lack of visual modality
can make it challenging for visually impaired users to indepen-
dently write on paper. Spatial guidance can be integrated with
preexisting assistive technologies (such asWiYG [16] to facilitate
such interactions – the user can point the smartphone camera in
the approximate direction of the printed form to locate all entry
fields, and then spatial guidance could be employed to guide the
users hand towards each entry field while the smartphone verbally
announces the field name (Figure 12a).
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8.2 Remote Assistance
8.2.1 Sensemaking in Remote Learning. Previous works have un-
derlined the benefits of media synchronization in the domain of
education [4, 26]. However, devices that can enable such interac-
tions (e.g., PHANToM Omni [49]) are often expensive and bulky.
There also exists tabletop interfaces such as F2T [18] which facili-
tate two-dimensional data exploration and sensemaking through
the use of force-feedback, but their range of movement is often
constrained to within the interface. Our results from the shape
sensemaking task suggest that the spatial guidance afforded by
FingerRover can be used to convey shape information, making it a
low-cost, miniature alternative capable of supporting media syn-
chronization. Consider a remote learning situation where a visually
impaired student is learning physics, and the instructor wants to
communicate the shape of a sine wave. The instructor can do so by
controlling FingerRover to trace the shape of the sine wave, thus
spatializing the visual information (Figure 9). The versatility of the
spatial guidance can also allow the student to interactively change
parameters, such as the frequency of the sine wave, and understand
how it affects the waveform.

8.2.2 Assembling an Object. Assembling objects such as furniture
often involves identifying the individual components and then
combining them in a specific sequence. The non-standard nature
of such tasks makes it challenging for the visually impaired. Most
participants in our user study reported that they needed physical
assistance from their family members to perform even trivial as-
sembly tasks. Spatial guidance can allow visually impaired users to
receive accurate remote assistance to help them assemble objects
(Figure 12b). Furthermore, one participant (P3) also suggested us-
ing FingerRover in mechanical workspaces to assist in tasks such
as drilling holes by accurately locating the point of interest (Fig-
ure 12d).

8.2.3 Guiding Physical Activities. During the post-study interview,
one participant (P5) suggested the use of spatial guidance to assist
visually impaired users’ hand postures during physical exercises,
such as chair zumba. Tethering the relative spatial position of one
person’s hand with that of another person could allow for several
interesting applications, which would be even more relevant for
visually impaired users. While the current implementation of Fin-
gerRover does not support three-dimensional spatial manipulation
of the entire arm, spatial guidance using other hand actuation mech-
anisms, such as EMS [31] or LineFORM [33], can be considered in
facilitating these types of interaction. P5 stated that not only would
such technology promote self-independence among the visually im-
paired, but would also allow other people to feel more comfortable
including them in activities, thereby promoting inclusivity.

8.3 Computer-Aided Affordances
8.3.1 Obstacle Avoidance. People with visual impairments run the
risk of accidentally knocking over objects while trying to blindly
navigate a surface, which was a common grievance of most par-
ticipants in the study. The precise movements afforded by spatial
guidance can allow the users to avoid this risk by navigating around
obstacles to reach their desired target. Figure 7b illustrates one such

scenario where FingerRover moves around the coffee mug to reach
the wristwatch.

8.3.2 Taking Physical Measurements. Taking physical measure-
ments is often challenging for the visually impaired. Spatial guid-
ance can be exploited to accurately represent dimensions in the
physical space. Figure 12c illustrates this interaction using Finger-
Rover – the user places their finger on FingerRover and asks the
smartphone to move it 15 cm towards the right; FingerRover moves
approximately 15 cm towards the right of its starting position,
thereby indicating the required measure to the user.

9 DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the additional benefits of using auto-
mated hand-based spatial guidance, supporting interactions with
automated hand-based spatial guidance, limitations, and future
research directions.

9.1 Benefits of Automated Hand-Based Spatial
Guidance

The results from our user study demonstrated several benefits of
using automated hand-based spatial guidance. Both blind and low-
vision participants found the technique to be helpful. They were
able to easily adapt to spatial guidance, and found it to be effective
in operating a touchscreen and locating objects on a desk. These
trends were also observed in our preliminary study with blindfolded
users. Additionally, visually impaired participants acknowledged
its utility in various other application scenarios. The benefits that
we observed from our technique resembled those of prior research
work that affords new interactions by explicitly manipulating the
spatial modality [42, 48].

During the trials using audio guidance, we observed different
participants had different spatial thresholds for moving their hands,
where some participants made minute changes to their hand posi-
tions upon listening to directional cues, whereas others overshot
the target points with drastic hand movements. Spatial guidance
introduced uniformity to the process, since the participants’ hand
position was tethered to the spatial location of FingerRover.

FingerRover has a slow movement speed which directly influ-
ences the speed at which the users’ hand moves. However, we
observed significant task completion time benefits of using spatial
guidance for the task of operating a touchscreen, even for partic-
ipants with low vision. This could be attributed to the fact that
despite being slow, FingerRover afforded accurate spatial guidance
which prevented incorrect selections, thereby maintaining a higher
overall efficiency. This suggests that spatial guidance could be po-
tentially useful in interfaces where input accuracy is important and
recovering from misselections is expensive, e.g., payment systems.

However, it is important to note that we do not suggest spatial
guidance as a replacement for audio/haptic feedback based guidance
techniques, and instead, we present spatial guidance as another
modality that can be explored to facilitate accessibility for the
visually impaired.
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9.2 Supporting Interactions With Automated
Hand-Based Spatial Guidance

Beyond FingerRover, it is exciting to think of the many possibilities
in which the automated hand-based spatial guidance can be imple-
mented. Several off-the-shelf actuated robots, such as Toio [43], ex-
ist which could offer various interactive capabilities. Past research
has also explored the development of miniature robots [13, 45]
which could be used to demonstrate automated hand-based spatial
guidance. Unlike hand navigation methods that utilize tactually-
encoded guides [40, 44], automated hand-based spatial guidance
does not require interpretation of haptic signal to move the hand,
although the participants can still kinesthetically feel the movement
of the device. This frees up the tactile channel to be used to en-
code additional information such as the direction or distance to the
target using braille displays or vibrotactile actuators. We consider
electrical muscle stimulation (EMS) based methods to be a viable
candidate for the implementation of our technique given its gran-
ular controls capable of enabling fine-grained controls involving
multiple fingers [34]. EMS can also allow objects to communicate
their affordances [31], which can be beneficial in tasks requiring
dexterous manipulation such as assembling objects.

When designing interactions utilizing automated hand-based
spatial guidance, it is imperative to take into consideration the
self-agency of the users. In our post-study interview, participants
stated that they would want some degree of control over the device
facilitating spatial guidance such that they can cancel or modify
the given instructions at any point. Moreover, we also believe that
it would be critical to ensure that the afforded spatial guidance is
gradual and suggestive, but not overpowering, and that sufficient
movement information is provided to the user before initiating the
spatial guidance, since sudden movements could affect the visually
impaired user’s ability to maintain their body balance [3, 36, 38].

9.3 Limitations and Future Work
While the idea of automated hand-based spatial guidance is promis-
ing in itself, the susceptibility of this technique to potential risks
must not be overlooked. The technique takes the burden of inter-
preting the guidance off the user by directly controlling the user’s
hand. As the user builds trust with the guidance system, they may
relax their agency entirely, which can be dangerous if the sys-
tem gets compromised. While traditional feedback modalities are
also susceptible to malicious agents, these guidance modalities are
more suggestive in nature and grant the user agency in deciding
whether or not to act upon the provided suggestions. Therefore,
safety must be carefully considered when implementing automated
hand-based spatial guidance. As the minimum measure of safety,
the user should be able to override the automated hand actuation.
In our study, users unanimously agreed that they felt completely
in control over FingerRover, as they could stop following the spa-
tial guidance at any point by simply lifting their fingers, and the
device was not strong enough to override the user. However, this
may not be the case with other implementation techniques such
as EMS, and thus special attention needs to be directed towards
agency-overriding mechanisms. Furthermore, users should be able
to make an informed decision to stop or override the automated
guidance. The study demonstrated that our method allows blind

and low-vision participants to understand the movement of the ro-
bot and even interpret its trajectory. However, providing additional
channels to communicate the status of the guidance, such as the
current progress, may help users be more confident in using the
system.

Our study also comes with some limitations. We conducted the
study in a controlled lab environment with several assumptions
such as perfect camera positioning and marker tracking system.
Furthermore, we simulated the interaction design for each task
based on the state-of-the-art solution available for that task, e.g.,
StateLens [20] for operating inaccessible touchscreen interfaces,
since the goal of this study was to evaluate how directly manipulat-
ing the spatial modality could support interactions for the visually
impaired. While our study showed promising results in a controlled
setting, we believe testing these interactions in a more natural
setting for a longer duration may reveal additional insights for
adopting spatial guidance in real-world scenarios. Finally, we do
not claim FingerRover to be the ideal form factor for facilitating
automated hand-based spatial guidance. For instance, the current
implementation of FingerRover can only move on a flat, horizontal
surface. Future work could explore different form factors and ac-
tuation techniques for supporting automated hand-based spatial
guidance in larger settings.

10 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced automated hand-based spatial guidance
– a technique that allows visually impaired users to move their
hands between two points automatically, without the need to in-
terpret audio/haptic directional cues. A user study conducted with
blind and low-vision participants using FingerRover demonstrated
the potential of using automated hand-based spatial guidance in
helping the visually impaired perform daily tasks more efficiently
and safely with less cognitive effort. The study also revealed var-
ious application scenarios where automated hand-based spatial
guidance can be helpful. We hope our findings from this study can
guide future research to further explore this modality of automated
spatial guidance in improving assistive technologies for the visually
impaired.
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Figure 13: Blindfolded participants’ Likert assessment for each interaction during the preliminary user study.
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